
K- Hart’s independent
mid-row fertilizing system 
allows you the option to 
choose mid row fertilizer 
placement for your cereals 
and small grains, and hy-
draulically lift them out of 
the way for pulses, when 
nitrogen placement is not 
required.

1) Offset double disc fertilizer
openers are set to engage the
ground for optimal mid-row
fertilizer placement.

2) Openers are hydraulically
lifted up and out of the way for
seeding pulse and other crops. 
3) Hand adjustable depth con-
trol allows you to manually set
the opener depth.
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K-Hart Generation II Frames are built for the harshest seeding conditions. They are the heavi-
est on the market.  A top slung hitch allows you to easily mount the mid-row fertilizer coulter with no hitch
to work around. Gen II frames offer hydraulic cylinder levelling fore and aft of the frame, saving time when
making seeding depth adjustments.  Massive 18 ply tires on 3” spindles and 12,000 lb. hub assemblies carry
the heaviest of loads, and will last the lifetime of the drill. 5” folding cylinders ensure that folding into travel
position will never be a problem. Powder coated 4” x 6” x 3/8” wall tubular steel frames eliminate all frame
twisting and keep your investment looking its best for years to come. Safety transport locks ensure folding
safety when moving from fi eld to fi eld. Frame sizes available: 34’, 42’, 50’, 56’, 66’, 76’.
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INDEPENDENT MID-ROW

 FERTILIZER COULTERS



Model 3612K-Hart Double Disc Openers

Independent Mid Row  Fertilizer Coulters

PARALINK 
Model 4612

K-Hart exclusive cam stop
design ensures consis-
tent seed placement
depth. Adjustable in 1/4”
increments with no tools
required.

1 1/4” offset with 16” 
and 17” discs provide 
superior ground and 
trash slicing ability 
with 75% less soil  
disturbance than 
knife openers.

The model 3612 is a simple, specifi cally designed double disc no-
till opener that rotates on a 1” chrome shaft located in the mount 
cap for tripping when obstacles are encountered, and having up to 
12” of obstacle clearance. A minimum of 80 lbs. to a maximum of 
550 lbs. of force can be set for blade down pressure, ensuring a 
wide range of downpressure settings for varying soil conditions.
   A spring loaded packer ensures the seed is packed and off to a 
healthy start. Choice of swivel or locked packer wheel.

The model 4612 features a parallel trip linkage that provides 
10” of up/down travel and can be adjusted to 6 different down 
pressure settings, without using tools.  Simply pulling down on 
a T handle and setting the main down pressure setting in the 
desired hole adjusts down pressure from 120 lbs. to over 800 
lbs. of pressure to match your soil conditions.

K-Hart’s triple stainless steel seals protecting the greasable
5206 double ball bearing can offer a lifetime of service with 
minimal maintenance.

K-Hart packer wheels are available for K-Hart open-
ers as well as other makes and models of openers. K-HART
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Why K-Hart Disc Drills?
• Seed into wetter soils than most other drills
• Seed faster
• Seed with less horsepower & fuel
• Simplest design on the market
• Perfect combination with  stripper header
• 34’ to 76’ Gen II Drill widths
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